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Lecture outline

Structured light for quantum gases

Structuring density, phase and state of quantum gases with light.

I. Painted optical potentials
- Ring traps, phase behaviour in time-averaged potentials.

II. Configurable optical potentials with Digital micromirror devices (DMDs)
- Vortex dynamics, atomtronic oscillators, persistent currents

III. State dependent light
- Scalar, vector and tensor light shifts in dipole traps
- Tune-out wavelength 
- Applications of state-dependent light
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Structured light for quantum gases

Structured light: Light with structured intensity, polarization and phase (for
coherent light, beyond simple Gaussian beams).

1. Physical masks, gratings or holograms
-Phase imprinting solitons into a BEC.

(NIST)
- Laguerre-Gaussian modes (with OAM)

(NIST, Cambridge)

2. Spatial light modulation

- Painted optical potentials (Los Alamos, UQ)
- Phase (liquid crystal) and amplitude 
(DMD) SLM’s (ENS, UQ + more)

3. “Structured frequencies”
- Spin orbit coupling, species dependent wavelengths, etc..



Optical dipole traps

GENERAL FEATURES OF OPTICAL TRAPS

- State independent (can trap multiple hyperfine states (spinors) or species)
- Light field is microscopically configurable in shape, depth, phase.
- Dynamical control.

DRAWBACKS
- optical fields prone to fringes, speckle, other noise.

- Arise from light field interaction with induced electric dipole in the atom (AC Stark Shift).
- Trap formed from gradient in intensity (eg focused Gaussian beam).
- Dipole potential can be attractive (red) /repulsive (blue) depending on sign 
of detuning from transitions.



Configurable optical potentials for BEC.

Painted “time-averaged” optical potentials

Research focus: Ring traps for BEC,
multi-component BEC superfluids.

Research focus: Vortex dynamics in BEC 
superfluids, atomtronic circuits.

Configurable optical potentials from DMD



Part I –
Painted optical potentials with

acousto-optical deflectors



Acousto-optical deflection

- Sound waves driven by piezo-electric, setting up a sinusoidal grating of changing refractive
index.

- Light scatters from the acoustic wave-fronts, and undergoes constructive interference.

“A guide to acousto-optic modulators”
, D. J. McCarron, Durham University

Laser wavelength

Acoustic wavelength

The condition for constructive interference
of the scattered light is

Conservation of energy momentum requires                and so

Scattering from the wavefront results in absorption of m phonons, contributing to
momentum (angular direction) and energy (frequency shift) of the light.

Changing the acoustic frequency (typically RF) steers the beam with different angle.



Time-averaged traps

S.K. Schnelle, “Versatile 2D optical potentials for 
ultracold atoms”, Opt. Express. 16, 1405 (2008)

K. Henderson, et al, “Experimental demonstration of 
painting arbitrary and dynamic potentials for BEC” 
New Journal Physics 11(4), 043030 (2009)

Use a 2D acousto-optical deflector (2D-AOD) to steer and rapidly scan a far
detuned laser beam (1064 nm).

- By scanning sufficiently fast, the
atoms “see” a quasi-static light field
(fscan>>ftrap).



Time-averaged dynamics

GPE

Kinetic energy term

Potential term

Interaction term

V(r,t) is the time-varying potential, and for stable trapping, evolves faster than the
kinetic and interaction terms (not adding energy to system). We can then treat K.E.
and interactions as constant.

GPE simplifies to

Using Madelung representation

Leads to phase and density equations of motion Time averaged potential 



Time-averaged dynamics

The resulting time-averaged trap has a constant atom density, but with a evolving phase from
imprint of the time-varying optical beam.

The phase imprint is reduced by more rapid scanning of the beam.

Limits of time-averaged trapping

For sufficiently slow modulation of the trap, K.E. is no longer non-negligible,
with the K.E. per particle .

Time-averaged trap > K.E.

The density begins to respond to the instantaneous modulated potential, and constant density
no longer holds.



Feed-forward control

To correct for the Gaussian potential landscape geometry of the optical sheet, and deflection 
efficiency of 2D-AOD, we measure the atom density and apply step-wise feedforward correction 
to the ring intensity.

Ring trap Line trap



Phase behaviour in time-averaged ring trap

Time averaged condition is that fscan>>ftrap. True for density, but not for phase.

Time-varying potential V described by

Solve GPE

6 kHz

500 Hz

fscan



Phase behaviour in time-averaged ring traps

T.A. Bell, et al, “Phase and micromotion of BEC in a time-
averaged ring trap,”, Phys Rev A 98, 013604 (2018).

Can we undo this phase step?
Yes!

Use two counter-propagating beams, where the phase
gradients are opposite, and cancel. Can be approximated
by a raster type scan with 1 beam.

The time-varying scanning beam phase imprints onto the condensate   



Ring waveguide



Applications of phase imprinting of the beam 

In the limit of slow scanning, impart a differential well-defined phase in the two paths.

Simulations



Time-averaged trap with modulation

Sinusoidal modulation (f=14.86 Hz) of trap intensity (~10%) on the ring, at location O

Speed of sound in BEC

From acoustic modes, 
determine

Time sequence of condensate, every 7 ms



Painted potentials

Integrated coherent matter-wave circuits,
C.Ryu, M.G. Boshier, New J. Phys. 17, 0920002 (2015)

Boshier group 

Quantum interference of currents in an atomtronics SQUID, 
C. Ryu, E.C. Samson, M.G. Boshier, Nature Communications, 11, 3338 (2020)

Experimental realization of Josephson Junctions for an Atom SQUID, 
C. Ryu, P.W. Blackburn, A.A. Blinova, M.G. Boshier, Phys. Rev. Lett. 111, 205301 (2013)

(see talk from Katarzyna Krzyznowska, 
(Atomtronics@AbuDhabi@2021 on youtube) 



Part II –
Configurable optical 
potentials using DMD



Digital micromirrors (DMDs)

Direct imaging (projection):

Digital micromirror device - a configurable binary object

mirror

torsion 

hinge electrode

10.8 µm

DMD device (1200 x 1920 10.8 μm-square mirrors)

Dynamic: ~14k frames, 20kHz maximum frame rate (or
static).

With 100 x minification, each pixel is 108 nm at focal plane.
Optical resolution is ~670 nm, so 6 x 6 pixels make each up
each resolvable spot – allows halftoning/grayscaling.



gravity

G Gauthier, I Lenton, N McKay Parry, M Baker, et al, Optica 3 (2016): 1136-1143.

DMD projection

1064 nm sheet

Glass vacuum cell

1. Laser cool, then magnetically trap and transfer the atoms (hybrid dimple trap)
2. Load into an optical sheet and force evaporation, confine radially with the
DMD projection.

Experimental apparatus – direct DMD imaging



DMD can be considered to operate like a 2D
blazed diffraction grating, with a ± 12 degree
blazing angle.

DMD operation



Quantifying resolution
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• Light: FWHM PSF = 630(10) nm, 532 nm illumination, 5% of FWHM expected from diffraction limit

• Atoms: FWHM PSF = 1050(20) nm, while point object (single mirror) gives 960(80) nm, 780 nm illumination. 
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DMD resolution – Siemens star target
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Binary patterns – 2 tone



Beyond binary trapping potentials - halftoning

• Binary Floyd halftone (similar to 
newsprint)

• The resolution element at the DMD 
is ~ 650 nm, so ~6x6 mirrors 
contribute to each spot

*Jinyang Liang et al. "1.5% root-mean-square flat-intensity laser beam formed using a binary-
amplitude spatial light modulator." Applied Optics 48 (2009): 1955-1962.

650 nm FWHM

Time-averaging

Can increase the intensity control by
modulating the mirrors on/off.



Beyond binary trapping potentials

Approach is to use feedforward based on the light field 
and/or the atom density
1. Need accurate mapping between target pixels and 

camera pixels
2. Need accurate intensity matching between target 

and atom densities

Jinyang Liang, et al. "1.5% root-mean-square flat-intensity laser beam formed using a binary-
amplitude spatial light modulator." Applied Optics 48 (2009): 1955-1962.



Image recognition and feedback

Target pattern

Matlab image reconginition toolbox (imregtform) performs a least-
mean-square optimisation of the two patterns.

Affine transformation matrix:

RotationMagnification Translation



Error mapping

Starting condition

Feed-forward algorithm:

1. Determine error map – heat map reflects probability of mirror flip in any step
2. Flip mirrors, with number of mirrors to be flipped by 

controlling the scaling of the error function to control 
convergence, and sign checking to determine direction



Light field optimisation

10 iterations

RMS variation 52% RMS variation 18%

(pixel-by-pixel basis)

More recently....

- Aperturing (spatial filtering at the Fourier plane with an iris) to increase PSF. Physically blocks
higher order modes, results in smoother potentials (at the cost of finer details/resolution).

- Use a Floyd-Steinberg dithering algorithm – quantizes individual pixels of a target density and
spreads the error to neighbouring pixels (and creating multiple tones via time-averaging).



Examples

Target image Initial image Iterative feedforward



Quantum gas gallery

Input binary Trapped BEC2

Binary image  Atomic density Projected light 27 ms TOF 

Projected light

G. Gauthier, T.W. Neely, et al. "Direct imaging of a digital-micromirror device 
for configurable microscopic optical potentials." Optica 3 (2016): 1136-1143.

Recent improvements: Versatile 
potentials by using gray-scaling and 
halftoning with feedforward.



The ability to support a persistent current follows from 

fundamental aspects of superfluidity in multiply 

connected geometries:

Simply connected Multiply connected

Persistent currents (PC) have been observed 

in:

Superfluid helium

M

Superconducting rings BEC(2007)

Phase-imprinting a PC – like a spiral phase plate Direct stirring

• Ongoing work to optimise feedback
• Improvements of SNR
• Improve measurement path
• Further spatial filtering of DMD path

Persistent current imprinting



Dynamical control of a superfluid 
Creating two clusters (neutral) – use a double-paddle (simulation via Matt Reeves)

High energy states are characterised by vortices 
arranging into persistent  clusters.

• Clustering is persistent (metastable)
• Vortex-antivortex separation inhibits annihilation
• High vortex energy.
• Negative temperature state.

50 µm
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G. Gauthier, M. T. Reeves, et al, Giant vortex 
clusters in a two-dimensional quantum fluid, 
Science 364, 1264 (2019). 

Onsager vortex clusters 



Examples: A tunable “dumbbell” oscillator
The DMD allows us to vary channel length, width, and initial imbalance of the dumbbell 
geometry.

Large initial imbalance
(Dissipative regime)

Small imbalance
(undamped)

G. Gauthier, S. Szigeti, et al, Physical Review Letters



A superfluid acoustic Helmholtz oscillator

- A rigid-walled reservoir containing compressible fluid may be approximated as a capacitor.
- A tube/channel carrying flow/current be treated as an inductor.
- The viscocity/turbulence in the flow gives the resistance.

• Since BEC forms a compressible superfluid, the macroscopic parameters can be modelled using
acoustics.

• Lumped element model applies as long as sound waves larger than length scales of system.

Mapping Acoustics to LC circuit

Pressure change dp = V

Volume velocity S.u= I

G. Gauthier, S. Szigeti, et al, Physical Review Letters (accepted 8/11/19)



Phase imprinting circulation in a ring trap

I. Ring BEC with barrier
II. Using DMD, apply azimuthal gradient in optical potential (532 nm). The BEC acquires 

acceleration from the gradient in light potential, accumulating phase winding.
III. Reduce barrier to zero, reconnecting ring.
IV. Interfere ring with target BEC, circulation observed in density (L. Corman, et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 

113, 135302 (2014). 

n=22 winding 
Imprint time 44 ms

(paper in preparation)

- See also A. Kumar, et al, PRA 97, 043615 (2018)



Part III –
State-dependent light



Multi-component Bose-Einstein condensates
The wavefunction (order parameter), of single component BEC (eg single Zeeman level) is scalar

Here    is the two-body mean-field interaction term 

However, can make use of the internal spin degrees of freedom (hyperfine states) to create
spinor condensates, or magnetic quantum gases with multiple internal states. The order
parameter is a now a vector, with 2F+1 components (Spin F=1 gas has 3 components)

Multi-component BECs ideal for studying interacting quantum fluids, and their properties

- Interacting superfluids and their instabilities.
-Emergence of magnetic ordering
- Solitons, spin-waves and other exotic phenomena.



Multi-component Bose-Einstein condensates

𝑔12
2 < 𝑔11𝑔22 𝑔12

2 > 𝑔11𝑔22

Miscible Immiscible

Restricting ourselves to binary condensates of two hyperfine states, we have coupled GPE equations  

The interactions are governed by the inter and intra-species scattering lengths

|F, mF>=|1,0> and |1,-1>,|1,+1> are miscible,
|F, mF>=|1,-1> and |1,+1> are immiscible. mF=-1 and 0,

miscible line trap, 
separated in time-of-
flight using gradient 
field

mF=-1 and +1,
immiscible ring trap
(azimuthally phase
separated)



Dipole traps and AC Stark shift

Including all transitions and complex energy level structure [1], the AC
stark shift of ground state (ie the dipole force) gives

For multi-component BECs, we need to use traps that are insensitive to the internal magnetic state.
Use dipole optical traps that use the dipole force, arising from light field interacting with an
induced electric dipole moment

For far detuned light from transitions, sufficient to ignore the underlying hyperfine structure, and
have purely scalar term

is the detuning from the transitions.
Blue detuned repulsive, Red detuned attractive  

[1]  F. Schmidt, D. Mayer et al, Phys. Rev. A 93 , 022507 (2016).



Trapping with vectorial light

Tune-out wavelength for 87Rb, at 790.018 nm (between D1 and D2 lines)

At the tune out wavelength, the usual dominant scalar AC stark shift is cancelled. AC stark 
shift is then dependent on vector and tensor components, which have mF state dependent 
terms.

[1]. F. Schmidt, D. Mayer et al, Phys. Rev. A 93 , 022507 (2016).



Optically trapped Rb BEC in mF=-1 state



Apply bias field



RF freq ~ 10 MHz

RF pulse transfer fraction|F, mF >= |1,-1> → |1,0>

Apply bias field



mF = -1 and mF =0



mF = -1 and mF =0

Turn on 790 nm barrier beam



mF =0
mF =-1 mF =-1

Repulsive optical barrier for mF =-1

mF =0 state fills hole in mF =-1 state



Experimental protocol – spin dependent barriers

RF π pulse transfer |F, mF >= |1,0> → |1,+1>

mF =0
mF =-1 mF =-1



mF=+1
mF=-1 mF=-1

Domain of mF=+1 in mF =-1 condensate

Remove 790 nm barrier beam



Stern Gerlach time-of-flight and image

mF = -1

mF =+1



The Sequence
Sequence summary



Azimuthal magnetic gradient



Bespoke magnetic structures in a BEC

Use time-averaged 2D-acousto-optical deflector to control the state-
dependent barrier, and create domains structures in the BEC.

mf=-1

mf=+1

mf=-1

mf=+1



State-dependent “tweezers”

Use 2D-acousto-optical deflector to form state-dependent tweezers, and
displace mf=+1 domain buried in mf=-1 condensate.

25 um

50 um

75 um

A spin domain “spring”



State-dependence 

The state-dependence can be reversed by changing the quantization axis

A “local” optical potential controllable
via a magnetic field!

Vector term in dipole potential also depends
on polarization C.

Reversing quantization axis swaps circular polarization

Repulsive  potential for |1,-1> state is now attractive



𝑚𝐹 = −1,0

Shockwaves in a two-component BEC

790 nm “piston”



𝑚𝐹 = −1

𝑚𝐹 = 0

Shockwaves in a two-component BEC

Separate using Stern-Gerlach gradient 



100ms compression

𝑚𝑓 = −1 𝑚𝑓 = 0

Shockwaves in a two-component BEC



Conclusions

Painted optical potentials
- Excellent dynamic control and large, smooth potentials.
- Time-varying potential imprints phase of condensate (implications for interferometry, but

can be used for interesting purposes).

Digital micromirror devices
- Becoming the “go to” laboratory item for configurable optical potentials at the microscopic
scale, implemented by a large number of cold atom groups. They have been applied to both
Bose and Fermi systems for superfluidity, persistent currents, spinor gas dynamics, etc..

(see work from Kastler-Brossel ENS, NIST, Dartmouth, Heidelberg, Seoul National University
etc..)

State-dependent light
is also being used fo example, phase imprinting magnetic solitons (Na) in spinor gases.
(Georgia Tech, Trento).


